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Vince Hollis and Austin Henderson B

Vincent Christopher Robert Frost. g
Hollis is the son of Calvin If Vince could meet C

and Robyn Hollis and one person, dead or alive, f'
Rashon Gerstacker. Vince it would be Franklin I
has two younger brothers Roosevelt because he L
and two younger sisters. would like it know how E

Throughout high hard it was to be S
school Vince has president during the -
participated in mixed Great Depression.
martial arts and track and Vince's closest friends

field. include Fred Michel, Gus IHis most memorable and Jon Siebert, Devin

moment in high school Michel, Ben Lake, Seth Iwas when he threw up his· Duncan, Dalton
guts after his first cross Robertson, Joey Kidwell,
country meet, asking Ryan Struemph, Kurt
himself what was he Hodge, Jared Fitzpatrick,
thinking? and many more. S

The person who After high school Y
inspires Vince the most is Vince plans on joining the 1\

George St. Pierre because Navy and becoming a
he is very virtuous and is master at arms and to get B
a very successful UFC his degree in criminal &
fighter. He also sets a justice. JI
good example because he His advice to the
works hard and is not underclassmen is to keep P
cocky about his success. your head in the books. Y

Vince's favorite quote High school goes by fast :tv

is, "The best wav out is so have fun and make
always through/' by 1£veryday great.



Austin Tyler
Henderson is the son is
the son of Carl and Debra
Henderson. He has three
older sisters: Sarah
Stratman, Amanda
Stundeback, and Katie
Henderson.

Throughout high
school Austin has
participated in baseball.

His most memorable
moment in high school
was when Jon Jones was
up to bat and he swung all
the way around on strike
three and fell down and
sat on the base.

The person who
inspires Austin the most
is his dad because he has
taught him a lot about life
and what is right and
wrong.

Austin's favorite quote
is, "Don't go to a game
knowing you've got it all
won. Go to the game
knowing you can win and

, do it."
If Austin could meet

, one person, dead or alive,
it would be Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. because he
wants to know what he
was like in person and to
know more about his life.

Austin's closest
r friends are Ethan Kleffner,
t Derek Schwartze, and
:1 Adam Helton.
s After high school
e Austin plans on attending
s the University of Missouri
s and majoring in
e agriculture.

His advice to the
~r underclassmen is to not
e give up and to keep
,t trying.
y


